Key Points {#FPar1}
==========

The "infodemic," or massive spread of information about the coronavirus 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic, often sensational and distorted, represented a novel challenge for health authorities.This infodemic likely first influenced opinion leaders and people particularly active on social media and could have led to hazardous choices about the use of drugs.In this scenario, pharmacovigilance must face different challenges, such as promoting clinical and observational studies, implementing spontaneous adverse drug reaction reporting systems and signal detection, and implementing and supporting risk communication strategies.

Introduction {#Sec1}
============

The coronavirus 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic triggered a domino effect that challenged all activities from the simplest (e.g., supermarket shopping) to the more complex (e.g., macro-economy) \[[@CR1]\]. The pandemic also saw the parallel development of what has been called an "infodemic", or a massive dissemination of information related to the disease through all media \[[@CR2]\]. A substantial portion of this information concerned drugs that, although approved for other indications, could have potential efficacy in the prevention or treatment of COVID-19 \[[@CR3]\]. Other commonly used drugs that could instead favor infection or an unfavorable prognosis were also subjects of media claims \[[@CR4]\]. This information was often communicated in an inadequate, sensational, or distorted manner and was often supported by weak scientific evidence and may have influenced the behavior of many people in several countries, particularly frequent users of social media, with attendant potential risks related to the hazardous use of these drugs. Actual or potential events related to this behavior largely fall into the category of therapeutic errors \[[@CR5]\] and have required pharmacovigilance stakeholders to activate risk minimization strategies.

In this article, we present some examples of drugs approved for other indications that have been the subject of media attention during the pandemic and for which misuse could lead to adverse events or drug-related problems. Then, we describe the way in which the communication took place and, finally, we discuss the role of pharmacovigilance stakeholders in managing this type of emergency.

Chloroquine and Hydroxychloroquine {#Sec2}
==================================

In 2003, chloroquine was first used for the treatment of severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus (SARS-CoV). In particular, the combination of chloroquine and antiviral drugs (i.e., lopinavir and ritonavir) showed benefits for the treatment of SARS \[[@CR6]\]. Savarino et al. \[[@CR7]\] first highlighted the potential antiviral effects of chloroquine, a drug previously used in the treatment of malaria and rheumatic disorders. Indeed, chloroquine inhibits the pH-dependent steps of viral replication and exerts immunomodulatory effects. These mechanisms were confirmed by in vitro \[[@CR8]\] and in vivo \[[@CR9]\] experiments on SARS-CoV. After the COVID-19 outbreak, given the high genetic similarity between SARS-CoV-2 and SARS-CoV, chloroquine and hydroxychloroquine were immediately appealing for investigation in the treatment of COVID-19 \[[@CR10]\]. A first clinical trial in patients with COVID-19 was reported on 12 February 2020 in the Chinese Clinical Trial Registry \[[@CR11]\]. On 7 May 2020, there were 107 trials reported in the Clinicaltrials.gov repository.

The media claims surrounding these drugs, which were called "gamechangers", enforced the illusion for many people that they could not only heal but also prevent the infection \[[@CR12]\]. This illusion was corroborated by some governments when they rode the wave of enthusiasm for the results of a small open-label French study that had important methodological limitations \[[@CR13]\]. Treatment with hydroxychloroquine was sometimes presented as being 100% effective, when the level of success was likely quite different \[[@CR14], [@CR15]\].

This storm of information had a detrimental impact, first on supply chain and availability and then on chloroquine and hydroxychloroquine utilization patterns. Indeed, several countries hastened to stockpile these drugs, even stopping their export \[[@CR16]\], whereas the public started frantic purchasing of these drugs without prescription to ensure the availability of an emergency stock at home, thus reducing the supply for patients receiving chloroquine or hydroxychloroquine for rheumatic diseases \[[@CR17], [@CR18]\]. Thus, healthy people started taking uncontrolled doses of these drugs, mistakenly believing they could prevent COVID-19, which resulted in poisoning cases \[[@CR16]\]. For instance, a fish tank cleaner product containing chloroquine phosphate caused the death of a man who self-administered the product in an attempt to prevent the infection \[[@CR19]\]. Several serious adverse drug reactions (ADRs), such as sudden cardiac death due to arrhythmia and QT prolongation (especially in combination with azithromycin), have been reported for chloroquine, even in doses normally used to treat patients with COVID-19. Given the extent of these ADRs and the doubtful benefits, several hospitals in Sweden stopped using these drugs in patients with COVID-19 \[[@CR20]\]. Recently, Mehra et al. \[[@CR21]\] published the results of the first large multinational observational study to analyze registry data from 671 hospitals in six continents, including 96,032 patients hospitalized with COVID-19. They investigated the mortality associated with hydroxychloroquine exposure as a single therapeutic option or in combination with a macrolide and reported not only no benefit in patients with COVID-19 but also safety concerns, including decreased hospital survival and increased ventricular arrhythmias \[[@CR21]\]. Of note, this study was a matter of debate in the scientific community because of possible methodological limitations and problems with sharing original data that may have affected the results \[[@CR22]\]. Eventually, this debate led to the article being retracted \[[@CR23]\].

To address this crisis, the regulatory health authorities that took action moved in two directions. First, clinical trials were encouraged at the beginning of the pandemic to verify the benefits and safety of potentially effective treatments \[[@CR24]--[@CR27]\], and second, adequate communication strategies were implemented with the issuance of safety alerts \[[@CR26], [@CR28]--[@CR30]\] and clarification notes \[[@CR31]\]. Notably, the World Health Organization (WHO) suspended clinical trials on the antimalarial drugs because of the emerging safety issues \[[@CR32]\] reported by Mehra et al. \[[@CR21]\], and the Italian Drug Agency stopped the use of hydroxychloroquine in patients with COVID-19 \[[@CR33]\]. After the article was retracted \[[@CR23]\], the WHO resumed investigations into the use of these drugs \[[@CR34]\].

Angiotensin-Converting Enzyme Inhibitors and Angiotensin II Receptor Blockers {#Sec3}
=============================================================================

Drugs that act on the renin-angiotensin system (RAS), namely angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors (ACEIs) and angiotensin II receptor blockers (ARBs), likely triggered the greatest debate for their possible role in the modulation of COVID-19. This was because of the pivotal role of the ACE2 protein in both SARS-CoV-2 entry and the modulation of cytokines responsible for inflammation in acute respiratory distress syndrome. Indeed, spike proteins from coronaviruses, including SARS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2, interact with the ACE2 protein to enter human cells \[[@CR35]\]. Since ACEIs and ARBs can induce upregulation of the ACE2 enzyme \[[@CR36]\], it was postulated that an enhanced endogenous availability of ACE2 induced by antihypertensive drugs might favor virus entry into the host cell \[[@CR37]\]. The observation of a high prevalence (\> 70%) of hypertension in patients with COVID-19 \[[@CR38], [@CR39]\] could support this hypothesis. However, ACE2, through the ACE2/Ang (1--7)/Mas pathway, is a negative modulator of the RAS system, which in turn inhibits the release of several inflammatory cytokines. Therefore, any upregulation triggered by ACEIs and ARBs could improve the prognosis of COVID-19-related acute respiratory distress syndrome \[[@CR40]--[@CR42]\]. In this light, drugs acting on the RAS could exert beneficial or detrimental effects over different stages of the disease course. The discussion surrounding the central role of ACE2 in COVID-19 and the potential modulatory effect of drugs targeting this enzyme started with a letter by Fang et al. \[[@CR37]\] to *The Lancet Respiratory Medicine*. This letter reviewed three sets of cases reported in China, including approximately 1300 patients with COVID-19, and highlighted an important percentage of patients with hypertension and diabetes (12--30%), and that such a frequency could have been explained by a high expression of ACE2 \[[@CR37]\].

The difficult debate on the outcomes of ACE2 modulation by several drugs remained confined to the scientific community until the letter began to circulate online. It started with comments by some online newspapers and then spread through users of social networks and cross-platform messaging services \[[@CR43], [@CR44]\].

ACEIs and ARBs play a fundamental role in the prophylaxis and treatment of several cardiovascular diseases, and many patients worldwide were receiving treatment with these drugs. The uncontrolled diffusion of news about a presumed role of these drugs in favoring SARS-CoV-2 infection could have affected treatment compliance in many patients with serious implications for their health. However, there are currently no data to support this hypothesis, which therefore remains theoretical in nature.

Since information on the risk of COVID-19 to users of antihypertensive drugs was incomplete and because only continuously updated scientific evidence could support their appropriate use, some health authorities and scientific institutions rushed to rebut this news and recommend that therapies with antihypertensive drugs not be modified until the action is supported by the findings of ongoing studies \[[@CR45]--[@CR48]\]. In the meantime, observational studies assessing the outcomes of COVID-19 in patients using ACEIs or ARBs commenced \[[@CR49]\]. Moreover, a multinational clinical trial is planned, where patients with COVID-19 taking ACEIs or ARB drugs will be randomized to switch to other antihypertensive drugs not targeting the RAS to investigate the effect of such discontinuation on disease outcomes \[[@CR50]\]. The first results of some studies showed that these drugs have no influence on the prognosis of patients with COVID-19 \[[@CR51]--[@CR53]\]. Among these, a large population-based case--control study in the Lombardy region of Italy showed that neither ARBs nor ACEIs have a significant association with the risk of COVID-19 \[[@CR53]\].

Non-Steroidal Anti-Inflammatory Drugs {#Sec4}
=====================================

The summaries of product characteristics for several nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) contain warnings about the possibility that their pharmacological activity results in the reduction of inflammation and possibly of fever, thus masking and delaying the detection of symptoms of a worsening infection \[[@CR54]\]. Of course, this warning includes COVID-19. Moreover, Fang et al. \[[@CR37]\], in their abovementioned letter, noted NSAIDs, particularly ibuprofen, as being among those drugs that could increase ACE2 expression, thus potentially favoring SARS-CoV-2 infection. However, to the best of our knowledge, the only evidence supporting ibuprofen-associated ACE2 upregulation is a study on a model of cardiac fibrosis in rats \[[@CR55]\].

On 14 March 2020, the French Health Minister tweeted a warning against the use of NSAIDs because they potentially aggravated COVID-19 infection \[[@CR56]\]. This announcement was issued on the basis of reports from the French health authority about serious---but never published---adverse events associated with the use of NSAIDs in patients with COVID-19 \[[@CR57]\]. In the same tweet, he recommended that acetaminophen should be taken in case of fever and that a physician or a pharmacist should be contacted for clarification \[[@CR56]\]. This triggered an explosion of NSAID-related alerts posted or shared in social media and cross-platform messaging services, which were then amplified by articles in newspapers \[[@CR58], [@CR59]\].

Such widespread communication likely had an impact on a broad range of people and healthcare professionals and led to a decrease in the general use and prescription of ibuprofen (and other NSAIDs). On the other hand, acetaminophen consumption could have increased, with possible implications for the occurrence and reporting of related ADRs, including intoxication. However, to the best of our knowledge, these consequences remain speculative and should be investigated in future studies.

Several health authorities commented on the statements by French authorities. The WHO reported that no studies linked anti-inflammatory drugs with increased mortality rates from COVID-19 but added that experts were investigating to shed light on the issue. Nevertheless, the WHO did recommend the use of acetaminophen rather than ibuprofen in case of infection \[[@CR60]\]. The European Medicines Agency (EMA) advised that there was no evidence to establish whether ibuprofen could aggravate the status of patients with COVID-19 and that patients and healthcare professionals must consider all accessible treatment alternatives, including acetaminophen and other NSAIDs, at the start of treatment for fever or pain in COVID-19 \[[@CR61]\]. The EMA recommended that patients taking ibuprofen should not stop treatment, particularly those taking ibuprofen or other NSAIDs for chronic diseases. The agency also highlighted the need for prompt epidemiological studies to provide new and more specific evidence \[[@CR61]\]. The US FDA, in line with statements issued by these regulatory agencies, remarked on the lack of evidence to support the warnings about ibuprofen \[[@CR54]\]. Notably, an observational study has commenced in France to investigate the impact of ibuprofen and other medicines on the severity of COVID-19 \[[@CR62]\].

Favipiravir {#Sec5}
===========

Favipiravir (Avigan^®^) is an RNA-dependent RNA polymerase inhibitor approved in Japan in 2014 for the treatment of influenza \[[@CR63]\]. This drug has been used off-label to treat patients infected with Ebola virus and Lassa virus, but results have been uncertain \[[@CR64]\]. The possibility of using favipiravir in the treatment of COVID-19 is poorly documented in the literature \[[@CR65]\]. A study recently published in an engineering journal but with important methodological shortcomings reported that favipiravir had better efficacy in COVID-19 than did lopinavir/ritonavir \[[@CR66]\], a combination whose effectiveness in COVID-19 has since been challenged \[[@CR67]\].

On 22 March 2020, the director of the Chinese National Center for Biotechnology Development declared that favipiravir had "a high safety level and it's clearly effective" in patients with COVID-19 \[[@CR68]\]. This announcement was based on the results of a Chinese trial in 340 patients with COVID-19 showing that the virus tended to be cleared over 4 days in those who received the drug, versus 11 days in those who did not \[[@CR68]\]. This news was published in the major European newspapers \[[@CR68]--[@CR70]\]. However, Fujifilm Toyama Chemical, the marketing authorization holder of favipiravir, stated that the drug was used only in an ongoing Japanese study conducted by medical institutions and distanced themselves from the Chinese study conducted using an equivalent favipiravir, citing insufficient clinical data to establish the efficacy and safety of Avigan^®^ in patients with COVID-19 \[[@CR71]\].

In Italy, support for the use of this drug was particularly amplified by a YouTube user who showed the streets of Tokyo without restrictions or social distancing, stating Japan had no infections because of the miracle drug favipiravir, a drug unavailable in Italy because of a presumed "government conspiracy" \[[@CR72]\]. The video was shared on Facebook and Twitter many thousands of times, leading to high public expectations \[[@CR69], [@CR71]\].

Since the drug is unavailable in Europe and the USA, people began uncontrolled purchasing in both the exposed and the dark web \[[@CR73]\], and Fujifilm Toyama Chemical declared they had received "a flood of inquiry from all over the world" \[[@CR74]\]. Although there is currently no evidence of overdose or toxicity in people self-medicating with favipiravir in an attempt to treat or prevent COVID-19, this risk should be carefully considered by health authorities. In particular, mitochondrial toxicity cannot be excluded \[[@CR75]\], and teratogenicity has been demonstrated \[[@CR76]\]. Notably, a recent review of 29 studies of favipiravir confirmed a favorable safety profile \[[@CR77]\]. An important concern could also be the selection of resistant and more aggressive virus strains in patients using favipiravir, as shown for the influenza virus \[[@CR78], [@CR79]\]. Safety issues led Japan's Health, Labor and Welfare Ministry to limit the use of favipiravir to patients infected with novel or re-emerging influenza viruses resistant to other influenza antivirals \[[@CR64]\].

On 31 March 2020, the president of Fujifilm Toyama Chemical announced the initiation of a phase III clinical trial to evaluate the safety and efficacy of Avigan® in patients with COVID-19 in Japan \[[@CR80]\]. Meanwhile, the Italian Health Authority commented on the news circulated online and in newspapers to clarify the lack of evidence supporting the use of favipiravir in patients with COVID-19 \[[@CR81], [@CR82]\]. A clinical trial has been approved in Italy (NCT04336904), although at the time of writing it was not yet recruiting \[[@CR83]\].

Umifenovir {#Sec6}
==========

Umifenovir (Arbidol^®^) is an antiviral developed by the Russian Research Chemical and Pharmaceutical Institute and approved in Russia and China for the prophylaxis and treatment of human influenza A and B infections and post-influenza complications. The mechanism of action is based predominantly on the impairment of critical steps in virus--cell interactions. For instance, in influenza virus, it interacts with hemagglutinin, causing an increase in hemagglutinin stability and thereby preventing the pH-induced transition of hemagglutinin into its functional fusogenic state \[[@CR84]\]. Although umifenovir demonstrated a certain activity against respiratory viruses in in vitro \[[@CR84]\] and in vivo \[[@CR85]\] experiments, as well as in clinical trials \[[@CR86]\] and observational studies \[[@CR87], [@CR88]\], no evidence exists to support its efficacy in the treatment or prevention of COVID-19.

Around the middle of March 2020, at Moscow airport, an Italian man posted a video in which he explained that umifenovir, a drug easily purchased in pharmacies, was the reason for the lower lethality of COVID-19 at that time in Russia compared with that in Italy \[[@CR72]\]. Again, the video was spread on social networks and, within a few minutes, was shared 33,000 times \[[@CR89]\]. This episode received media amplification in newspapers, particularly in Italy \[[@CR90], [@CR91]\].

The media claims surrounding umifenovir is thought to have caused uncontrolled purchasing of this drug on the internet \[[@CR73], [@CR92]\]. However, to the best of our knowledge, no umifenovir-related poisoning/toxicity has been reported with regards to attempts to treat or prevent COVID-19.

Nevertheless, the Italian health authority warned against the purchasing of drugs presumed to be effective against COVID-19 on unauthorized websites \[[@CR93], [@CR94]\]. Medical associations in Italy and Russia stated that data on efficacy were insufficient and the available clinical trials were not conclusive at all \[[@CR95]\]. On 1 June 2020, nine studies aimed at investigating the effect of umifenovir in patients with COVID-19 were registered on clinicaltrials.gov \[[@CR95]\].

Discussion {#Sec7}
==========

The COVID-19 outbreak has triggered several emergencies that spread in parallel with the viral epidemic. Among these, the uncontrolled diffusion of unreliable and unsubstantiated information concerning the disease and its treatment, for which the new word "infodemic" was coined \[[@CR2]\], is one that health authorities are finding most difficult to fight. This infodemic covers many disease-related topics, spanning from debate about the origin (natural vs. artificial) and release (accidental vs. intentional) of SARS-CoV-2 through to vaccine opportunities \[[@CR96], [@CR97]\]. Drugs supposed to be helpful against the disease have become a matter of concern for all pharmacovigilance stakeholders. In this article, we have addressed the actual and potential impact of this infodemic on attitudes toward the correct use of drugs, particularly drugs that have emerged as potentially effective against the viral infection or involved in the management of the related disease.

The spreading of such an infodemic was likely favored by both the current hyper-interconnection of people (widespread use of smartphones, easy access to the internet, social media, and cross-platform messaging services) and populism \[[@CR98]\]. Such terrain was particularly fertile for conspiracy theorists and profiteers. All media are involved in the spreading and amplification of information, and the communication process may have different patterns. Information can be generated in different ways, from the results of small or poorly conceived studies to reports highlighted in newspapers (such as with chloroquine, ibuprofen, or even ACEIs and ARBs), or may start in social media and "go viral" in a few hours (such as with antivirals). Among communication materials, short videos appear to be a particularly effective method of spreading information. Whatever the starting point, inadequate, sensational, or distorted information first affects opinion leaders, often politicians, and those active on social media, which, deliberate or not, lends consistency and reliability to the information. The final effect can be inadequate choices made by individuals everywhere.

Two scenarios have been generated during the early phases of the pandemic (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). In the first situation, drugs already approved for other indications have been presented as dangerous because of their ability to promote infection in healthy subjects or to lead to complications in patients with disease. The main consequence could be that patients who were taking these drugs for the approved indications could voluntarily discontinue therapy, risking a serious worsening of their underlying diseases. Whether this happened for both NSAIDs and ACEIs/ARBs should be verified in future studies.Fig. 1"Infodemic" effects on people's attitudes to developing uncritical behaviors around drug intake and possible consequences

In the second situation, some drugs that are already commercially available for other indications have been promoted as particularly effective despite a lack or complete absence of scientific evidence. The first effect on the behavior of many people was an initial rush to purchase the drug, which depleted stocks and then meant that patients using these drugs for approved indications were denied treatment. This was the case with chloroquine. Another consequence was the probable diffusion of falsified products, for which safety problems cannot be excluded in the face of a definite lack of efficacy. This has affected almost all drugs but particularly antivirals. For instance, although there is no evidence of a relationship with the pandemic, at the beginning of May 2020, authors from Africa reported the discovery of falsified chloroquine \[[@CR99]\]. The second effect on the behavior of many people involved drugs being taken without medical supervision. This situation can have three types of consequences: (1) overdose, facilitated by the common belief that "more is better"; (2) intake independent from therapeutic rationale (these drugs are often promoted by describing a generic benefit, such as "the drug is beneficial against the virus", and individuals cannot distinguish between preventive use in healthy people, post-exposure prophylaxis, and treatment of patients with disease); (3) intake of dangerous preparations with names or contents similar to those of promoted drugs, with a consequent risk of poisoning (the patient who died after self-administration of the fish tank cleaner containing chloroquine illustrates this final point \[[@CR19]\]).

In this scenario, pharmacovigilance stakeholders are involved at various levels and face different challenges (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). First, governments, health authorities, and manufacturers must collaborate to stimulate and support academia and research institutions in conducting studies to ensure that the risk--benefit profile of drug candidates for the treatment of COVID-19 is adequate. This includes not only clinical trials but also observational studies, particularly those of real-world evidence, which correlate the trends of drug use with clinical outcomes through evaluation of healthcare databases. In this regard, ethics committees have a key role to play in the proper evaluation of protocols and risk--benefit assessments, which must be tailored to the drugs and their indications (infection prevention, treatment of active disease, off-label use, compassionate use) and to the patients (critically or non-critically ill). Notably, several institutions were very efficient at developing COVID-19-specific guidelines in a few weeks, which were very helpful for caregivers involved in investigations of anti-COVID-19 drugs all over the world \[[@CR100]--[@CR102]\]. The collaboration of these investigators is also essential to ensure quality in data collection and avoid dispersion of information with detrimental effects on study quality \[[@CR103]\]. Given the large number of articles being published on this topic in the scientific literature, health authorities should carefully consider the quality of evidence before taking decisions. As such, the retracted article about hydroxychloroquine safety issues \[[@CR23]\] represents an important lesson.Fig. 2Challenges for pharmacovigilance activities, stakeholders and their roles

Another challenge is the implementation of spontaneous ADR reporting systems. In situations where the risk--benefit profile is unclear, it is important to monitor patient safety by stimulating spontaneous reporting of ADRs, particularly direct patient reports given the probability of issues related to self-medication, and frequently evaluating these reports. In this regard, strong support should come from poison control center networks and drug information services that may provide free, 24-h professional advice and medical management information to patients and healthcare professionals regarding exposure to medications. These centers may support with important information on the activity of regulatory agencies in the identification of drug misuse that may lead to accidental intoxication. For instance, in the first 3 months of 2020 in the USA, the National Poison Data System, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, and the American Association of Poison Control Centers surveillance team detected a 20% increase in calls about exposures to cleaners and disinfectants compared with the same period in 2019 \[[@CR104]\]. Although a direct link remains to be verified, it is reasonable to think that these calls were related to hygiene rules (not necessarily correct) that were spread widely by media.

Signal detection also deserves attention. We can expect the pandemic to have important effects on spontaneous reporting trends, both for drugs involved in the treatment of COVID-19 and for other drugs. Therefore, health authorities and academia will have to consider the "pandemic factor" in the interpretation of information obtained with the standard signal detection procedures in the future. One type of study that could be worth exploring is that of signal detection on the internet or social media. In standard signal detection procedures, this practice has shown limited utility in the face of substantial logistical work \[[@CR105]\]. However, some authors have hypothesized its utility in evaluation by the public of risk perception related to drugs \[[@CR106]\]. In the current scenario, considering the media engine that drives the behaviors related to inappropriate drug intake, it is possible that such studies (for example, sentiment analysis or dark web marketing analysis) could identify certain dangerous attitudes among drug users and support the development of adequate communication strategies to mitigate the related risk. They could also assess the effectiveness of these communication strategies.

Risk communication is the most difficult situation for pharmacovigilance stakeholders to manage. In recent months, all regulatory agencies have been involved in a fight against false or distorted information, intervening with clarifications and recommendations. Communication strategies, based on written or verbal recommendations and often supported by expert scientists, could have reduced effectiveness in a situation where functional illiteracy is widespread \[[@CR107]\]. This is why fake news is very effective; it uses a lot of graphics and few words and the "click bait strategy" with a relevant empathic effect \[[@CR108]\]. In our opinion, effective communication to support correct behavior should use empathy-based strategies in the same way \[[@CR109]\], for example, by telling the stories of people who experienced significant consequences from the reckless use of drugs or employing the protagonists of these stories as testimonials. Certainly, healthcare professionals, who are the main holders of patient trust, must be involved in these campaigns to communicate correct drug use.

Conclusions {#Sec8}
===========

The pandemic has placed a strain on health systems, including pharmacovigilance systems, worldwide. The available systems were probably not ready to handle an emergency of such large proportions and with such unpredictable characteristics. The role of pharmacovigilance in the management of such emergencies is crucial, specifically the appropriate use of drugs proposed to treat the disease and the management of actual or potential consequences of inappropriate use of the same drugs. New challenges will probably arise once vaccines become available. It is important to learn from the mistakes made at this stage to stay ready to face the coming challenges.
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